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IntroductionIntroduction
 Today’s objective

— Engage in a free-wheeling discussion of the big picture megatrends that are shaping our industryg g g g p g p g y
— Be provocative and not definitive; focus on the questions, not the answers

 Discussion outline
Public Policy Got Certainty?— Public Policy – Got Certainty?

— Supply and Demand – Feast or Famine?
— Unconventional Gas – Unconventional Wisdom
— Customer Side – Evolution or Revolution?
— Transmission – An Unsettled Landscape
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Where Will Public Policy Land?Where Will Public Policy Land?
Timeline for Environmental Regulatory Requirements*

Cost of Selected Alternatives

Retrofitting a 
large coal unit ~$800/kW

Retrofitting a 
marginal coal unit

$1,700 to 
$2,400/kW

Reference price 
for a new NGCC

~$800 to 
$1,000/kW

 “By 2035 80 percent of America’s electricity will come from clean energy sources Some folks want wind and solar Others want

for a new NGCC $1,000/kW

* Before recent deferrals and court actions

 By 2035, 80 percent of America s electricity will come from clean energy sources. Some folks want wind and solar. Others want 
nuclear, clean coal and natural gas. To meet this goal, we will need them all.” —Pres. Obama (Feb. 2011)

 “Many of us are concerned that EPA's regulations are all about artificially raising the cost of using coal and other fossil fuels in 
order to drive them out of the marketplace—in other words, reducing energy choices.” —Rep. Whitfield (R-KY)

 “Scientists citizens and even the Supreme Court have spoken: EPA should regulate air pollution and safeguard human health Scientists, citizens, and even the Supreme Court have spoken: EPA should regulate air pollution and safeguard human health. 
This legislation is a direct assault on the Clean Air Act, and I will fight it with every legislative tool available.” —Sen. Cardin (D-MD)

 “Congress, not EPA, should be guiding America’s energy policy....Without action by lawmakers, EPA’s regulations will make it 
difficult to attract new manufacturing capacity and jobs to the United States.” —U.S. Chamber of Commerce

 “As with any rule under the Clean Air Act's reconsideration process stakeholders can and we're sure they will petition the
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 As with any rule under the Clean Air Act s reconsideration process, stakeholders can—and we re sure they will—petition the 
agency to reconsider the provisions and we will certainly look carefully at those positions that we receive.”
—EPA Deputy Administrator McCarthy, on boiler MACT rules released Feb. 2011

2Sources: Edison Electric Institute; SNL Financial; ScottMadden analysis



Where Will Public Policy Land:
A Grand Bargain or Guerilla War on the Piece Parts?A Grand Bargain or Guerilla War on the Piece Parts?

Anticipated 
White House/ 

Agency Approach

Congressional 
Environment Wild Cards The Bottom Line

Agency Approach

EPA 
Conventional
Emissions

 Boiler MACT final by 
Mar. 2012

 Final Transport rule

 House oversight 
hearings likely

 Potential limitation

 EPA “listening” 
sessions

 Obama regulatory 
overhaul

 Possible push-back 
of compliance 
dates, but
intervenors may 
force timelineEmissions 

Regulations
 Final Transport rule 

in 2011
 Potential limitation 

on EPA spending
overhaul

 Court decisions on 
EPA deadlines

force timeline
 Standards move 

forward for now
 “Clean” energy 

standard including  Some Senate
support for clean  Some R&D funding

Clean Energy
some non-
renewables

 R&D investment 
 Government

procurement

support for clean 
energy standard 
(with nukes)

 No strong advocate 
in House

 Deficit concerns on 
additional funding

 Some R&D funding 
 Clean or renewable 

energy standard 
less likely

p

Regulation Of 
Greenhouse 
Gas 

 No cap-and-trade 
legislation pushed

 EPA regulation 

 No cap-and-trade 
legislation

 House oversight 
hearings possible

 Carbon tax?
 Supreme Court 

ruling on GHG tort 
vs. EPA pre-emption

 St t l it

 No legislative 
approach, but EPA 
pushes on

 Possible House 
climate inquiry

Emissions
g

moving forward hearings, possible 
budget challenges

 State lawsuits 
challenging GHG 
BACT 

climate inquiry
 U.N. non-binding 

targets

Nuclear
Development

 Increased authority 
for guarantees for 

l t

 Call to reform 
guarantee program, 

d l f OMB

 Deficit concerns: 
increase may not be 
b d t t l

 A challenge to get 
additional funding, 

t
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Development new plants reduce role of OMB budget-neutral guarantees

Sources: Van Ness Feldman; K&L Gates; Alston & Bird; SNL Financial; industry 
news; Senate, House committee websites; ScottMadden analysis 3



Global Tremors from Japan’s Earthquake –
EventsEvents

Unit Process MWe In‐Service

Sequence of Events through Mar. 17, 5 PM EDT (per ANS and IAEA)
 Fukushima Daiichi plant immediately scrammed when an 8.9 

magnitude earthquake first hit; external power to the station was lost

As of Tuesday, March 22
Noon EDT

Fukushima‐Daiichi‐1 BWR 439 1971

Fukushima‐Daiichi‐2 BWR 760 1974

Fukushima‐Daiichi‐3 BWR 760 1976

Fukushima‐Daiichi‐4 BWR 760 1978

Fukushima‐Daiichi‐5 BWR 760 1978

Fukushima‐Daiichi‐6 BWR 1,067 1979

magnitude earthquake first hit; external power to the station was lost
 Diesel generators provided backup power to plant’s backup cooling 

system, but ceased functioning after an hour due to tsunami-induced 
damage (to fuel supply)

 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling pumps used to replace reactor core 
water inventorywater inventory

 Backup DC batteries for station power last for several hours 
 TEPCO begins using seawater to cool reactors; mobile generators 

used for pumping water to Units 1 and 2
 Explosion occurs at Unit 1; outer building roof damaged

Source: World Nuclear Association

Some Initial Observations

 Backup systems—auto-shutdown, battery back-

 Area 20 km around plant evacuated; iodine distributed
 Controlled release of pressure at Unit 3; injection of water and then 

sea water for cooling
 Explosion occurs at Unit 3; outer building severely damaged
 E l i t U it 2 i h b ( li t ) up, generators—worked, for a time

 Tsunami, not earthquake, was a primary culprit 
in malfunction of systems, especially diesel 
generator backups

 Explosion occurs at Unit 2; suppression chamber (cooling system) 
and fuel rods presumed damaged 

 Spent fuel storage pond at Unit 4 reactor (recently offloaded in Nov. 
2010) catches fire and releases some radioactive material directly 
into atmosphere; fire extinguished within two hours

 Ob d di ti b t U it 3 d 4 ik d th b id
g p

 International response among expert 
organizations was swift

 Information has been released largely in a slow 

 Observed radiation between Units 3 and 4 spikes and then subsides
 Japanese defense forces drop, cannon-spray water on Units 3 and 4
 Engineers lay external grid power cable to plant; external power 

restored to Unit 2
 Gray smoke emanates from Unit 3; dies down within 2 hours

Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved. 4

and piecemeal fashion

Sources: IAEA; WNA; The Wall Street Journal; Bloomberg.com; SNL Financial; 
ScottMadden analysis

 Gray smoke emanates from Unit 3; dies down within 2 hours
 Water being sprayed over Common Spent Fuel Pool



Global Tremors from Japan’s Earthquake –
StatusStatus

Daiichi Status (perDaiichi Status (per Nuclear Energy Institute)Nuclear Energy Institute)

As of Tuesday, March 22
Noon EDT

Fukushima Daiichi 1–4

Before After

Reactor 1 • Primary containment believed to be intact 
• Reactor in a stable condition
• Seawater injection continuing 
• External power reconnected; testing components, 

circuits before power restoration

Unit 3

Unit 4

Reactor 2 • Reactor in a stable condition
• Seawater injection continuing 
• Primary containment may not have been 

breached
• External power reconnected; testing components, 

circuits before power restoration

Unit 1

Unit 2
p

Reactor 3 • Primary containment believed to be intact 
• Reactor in a stable condition
• Seawater injection continuing 
• Pressure has fluctuated due to venting
• External power reconnected

Source: Wall Street Journal

Reactor 4 • One side of concrete wall of pool structure 
collapsed; liner appears intact

• Pool has water; dropping and spraying water 
continues

• External power reconnected; power expected to 
be restored on Wednesdabe restored on Wednesday

Reactors
5 & 6

• Primary and secondary containments are intact 
• External power reconnected
• Temperatures being maintained using cooling 

pumps powered by offsite electricity

Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved. 5

Note: Units 5 and 6 were shut down at the time of the earthquake

Sources: IAEA; WNA; The Wall Street Journal; Bloomberg.com; SNL Financial; ScottMadden analysis



Global Tremors from Japan’s Earthquake –
Quotes and ResponsesQuotes and Responses

The Political 
Community

“Facilities that began operation before the end of 1980 are being stopped for the duration of the moratorium.”—German 
Chancellor Merkel, Germany will keep seven reactors, totaling 25% of nuclear capacity, offline through June as part of 
a nationwide safety review

As of Tuesday, March 22
Noon EDT

“Ours is a very power-hungry country....It is essential for us to have further electricity generation.”—Indian Atomic 
Energy Comm’n Chairman Banerjee, on continued commitment to development of nuclear power in India

“It has to raise the question of whether we in Europe, in the foreseeable future, can secure our energy needs without 
nuclear power.” —EU Energy Comm’r Oettinger

The U.S. “should quickly put the brakes on [new nuclear development] until we understand the ramifications of what 
happened in Japan.” —Sen. Lieberman (I-CT) 

“To meet our energy needs, the Administration believes we must rely on a diverse set of energy sources including... 
nuclear power.” —Energy Sec’y Chu, before the House Energy and Commerce Committee (Mar. 16, 2011)

“The tragic events in Japan highlight the need for more intensive and specific nuclear disaster response plans.”
—Rep. Markey (D-MA)

The 
Investment
Community

“The accident...would force NRC to focus mostly on improving backup power systems...rather than requiring major 
design modifications....The implications...on [Entergy] merchant nuclear plants do not seem to be terribly significant.” 
—Jefferies & Co., noting that impacts for U.S. nuclear industry are exaggeratedCommunity Jefferies & Co., noting that impacts for U.S. nuclear industry are exaggerated

“We think the potential added pressure could be the end of its nuclear loan guarantee award [to NRG].” —Barclays

“A general rethink of nuclear power is in the cards”...The Japanese incident has “country-specific aspects that are 
unlikely to apply to Europe, but the nuclear debate, especially in Germany, is not governed by reason.” —UniCredit

“The nuclear generating sector operates within a global and national fraternity So contagion risk factors especially withThe nuclear generating sector operates within a global and national fraternity. So contagion risk factors, especially with 
respect to safety, are high.”—Moody’s, noting Japan events materially “credit negative” for the U.S. nuclear industry in 
the near term

The 
U.S. Nuclear 
I d t

“A review of our nuclear plants is an appropriate step after an event of this scale and we expect that the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission will conduct its own assessment.” —Nuclear Energy Institute, which announced that U.S. chief 

l ffi ill d if b d d i b i bili i d l i h hi i id
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Industry nuclear officers will conduct assessments to verify beyond design basis capabilities to deal with catastrophic incidents, 
total loss of electrical power, and flooding, and conduct walk-downs and inspections related to fire, flood response



Got Certainty? – Shorter Policy
Cycles and More Frequent Shifts of Control in D.C.Cycles and More Frequent Shifts of Control in D.C.

Party in Control of U.S. Congress and the White House (1949–2013)

House 
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Consumption Decline –
Are We No Longer a Growth Industry?Are We No Longer a Growth Industry?

Change in U.S. End-Use Electricity Consumption from Previous Year 
1950 through Aug. 2010 (%)

16%

18%

20%
g g ( )

Baby boom

Some Key Drivers:
 Structural changes in economy
 Energy efficiency
 Demand response
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 Public policy
 Improved efficiency

Projected annual
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Source: EIA

9.8% 7.3% 4.7% 2.9% 2.4% 0.5%
Annual 
growth
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Energy Costs and “Share of Wallet” 
Share of Wallet: Median Energy Costs as a % of 

Median Household Income (Nominal $)*

Energy Costs and Share of Wallet  

4%500

Average Annual Electricity Rates vs. 
Other Cost Measures (1990–2009) (Index: 1990=100)
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 Energy costs as share of wallet  have been 
increasing; the share varies by region

 Electricity costs, which fell in the early 2000s, 
have increased since mid-decade

 Possible tipping point: Stagnant incomes and % 3%
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Notes: *Energy costs are for those households consuming this fuel type; 
median income is for all households

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Annual Household Survey; U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics; Energy Information Administration; ScottMadden analysis 

Electricity Piped Gas Fuel Oil



Reserve Margins –
A Time of Plenty . . .A Time of Plenty . . .

Prospective and Adjusted Potential Resources Reserve
Margins Compared to NERC’s Reference Margin Level

Enablers

 B b t Margins Compared to NERC s Reference Margin Level Boom-bust

 Long lead time for 
some technologies

 Rate recovery for Rate recovery for 
“right” 
technologies

Potential 
Impediments

 BANANA (esp. 
coal)

 Fuel price carbon Fuel price, carbon 
uncertainty

 Slack markets; 
lack of “burning 
platform”platform

 Renewables trump 
traditional fuels?

 Impact of energy 
ffi i
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efficiency

Sources: NERC; industry news
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. . . But for How Long? –
Impact of Strict Environmental Regs: Swift for SomeImpact of Strict Environmental Regs: Swift for Some

%
Estimated Summer Reserve Margins (Adjusted Potential Capacity)* vs. 

NERC Reference Margin Level in Strict Case for EPA Regulation (before December EPA deferral)
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RPS: Resources, Goals, and the EconomyRPS: Resources, Goals, and the Economy

60%

Renewable Portfolio Standards for 2012 and 2020 (% of MWhs) vs.
2008 Renewable Generation as % of Total Generation (% of MWhs) by State
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 Renewable resource aspirations are meeting new prospects of declining consumption rising rates and a slowly Renewable resource aspirations are meeting new prospects of declining consumption, rising rates, and a slowly 
recovering economy

 Some states have a significant gap to overcome to achieve their 2012 renewable targets 
 Many states lack natural endowments of cheap renewables, while others have plenty of resources like hydro
 New renewable resources could be expensive, risking a pushback by ratepayers over higher bills

Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved. 12

 New renewable resources could be expensive, risking a pushback by ratepayers over higher bills
 States will then have to consider various options: development of resources, the role and potential cost of RECs, 

how efficiency should be factored in, and potential deferral of standards until the recovery gains steam

Sources: EIA, State Renewable Electricity Profiles 2008 (Aug. 2010), EIA, State Electricity Profiles 2008 (Mar. 2010); Database of State Incentives for Renewable Energy



How About Shale? 
Plenty to Come, But. . . Plenty to Come, But. . . 

Breakeven Shale Play EconomicsProduction Outlook (BCF/Day)

$6.10 $6.30
$6.00

$7.00

Breakeven Shale Play Economics 
($/MMBTU)

Production Outlook (BCF/Day)

$3.20
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Sources: ExxonMobil; Boston Consulting Group (citing Deutsche Bank)
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Natural Gas: New Normal or Making a Turn?Natural Gas: New Normal or Making a Turn?

 Onshore production continues to grow, 
yielding plentiful supply through at least Actual Wellhead Gas Prices vs. Henry Hub Price Projections 

b S l t d A l t (i $/MMBTU)

Gas Prices Projected to Remain in the Mid-$4s to Mid-$5s Through 2013

y g p pp y g
2012

 Revenue from NGLs have lowered the 
breakeven dry gas production cost in 
some plays

 NG demand remains suppressed but is
$4.72

$5.35 $5.35$6

$8
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M
B
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Natural Gas Week Scoreboard (Median)

NGW Scoreboard (High Forecast)

by Selected Analysts (in $/MMBTU)

 NG demand remains suppressed, but is 
expected to begin to firm with continued 
economic growth

 Some analysts project that gas prices will 
firm after 2012, buoyed by:

$4.36 $4.45 $4.45

$0
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$4
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2010 
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$/
M

M

Wellhead actual prices
(average) EIA Forecast:

2011: $4.02
2012: $4.50

— Coal power plant retirements
— Carbon constraints
— Step-down in activity as wells mature
— Hedges (i.e., forward sales) roll off

Possible e port (LNG) demand

Shale’s the Game: Horizontal Rigs Are Way Up

North American Rig Count by Type vs.
U.S. Gas Rigs as % of Total Rigs

(Avg.)

— Possible export (LNG) demand
(e.g., Canadian gas to China)

— Wild card: regulation of shale 
activities

 Most analysts see between $4 and $5 gas 40%
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 Oil and gas majors are entering the 
market: Potential price discipline and 
further market globalization?
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g
% Gas Rigs Directional Horizontal Vertical

Sources: Energy Intelligence Natural Gas Week; Energy Information 
Administration; SNL Financial; Baker Hughes; Deutsche Bank; 
American Gas Association; industry publications; ScottMadden 
analysis
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Behind-the-Meter Products and Services:
New Opportunity or Dot-Com Redux?New Opportunity or Dot Com Redux?

Relative Technology Maturity of Behind-the-Meter Products

on

ESCO
services

 When will smart grid be capable of creating BTM 
opportunities? 

 Wh t i diff t f i t il “ ” i ?

M t it

G
ro

w
th

 in
 A

do
pt

io Demand
response

aggregation

Distributed
resources
(traditional)

Distributed
resources
(emerging)

Energy
monitoring/
meter data
managementSmart

appliances

 What is different now from prior retail “waves” in energy?
 How much integration is needed across value chain 

stages?
 What operating and business models will emerge?
 How will customers respond?

Segment Description Some Drivers/Issues
Demand response 
aggregation

Intermediators between customers and utilities/regional 
ISOs that pool DR PLM and other services

Price signals; rate structures; ISO roles
Public policy

Maturity  How will customers respond? 

aggregation ISOs that pool DR, PLM and other services Public policy

Distributed 
resources 
(incl. renewables)

Distributed generation and storage for primary and 
stand-by power, grid A/S and renewables support, etc.

 Installed cost (improving)
Public resistance to cross-subsidization
Grid-parity costs (esp. renewables)

Energy monitoring Software hardware analytics and interfaces that  Improved technology; interoperability standardsEnergy monitoring 
& mgmt./ MDM

Software, hardware, analytics, and interfaces that 
provide signals, information on real-time consumption

 Improved technology; interoperability standards 
Privacy concerns 
 Level of customer investment

ESCO services Energy audits and consulting; energy equipment and 
installation

Subsidies and financing
Agency issues

Pricing of efficiency
Payback time, return 

Smart appliances/ 
hardware (incl. 
premise area 
networking)

Facility appliances and devices with modernized 
electricity usage systems that monitor, protect, and 
automatically adjust operations

Technology 
maturity/lifecycles; 
interoperability 
standards

C t d

 “New normal” 
frugality

Transparent price 
signals; supportive 

t t t

Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved. 15

Customer and 
equipment service

rate structures

Sources: Company websites; investment analyst reports; industry news; 
Cleantech Group, 2010 U.S. Smart Grid Vendor Ecosystem (Sept. 
2010); DOE Berkeley National Laboratory; ScottMadden analysis



Example Applications –
Virtual Power Plant and MicrogridsVirtual Power Plant and Microgrids

MicrogridsVirtual Power Plants

 Integrated operation: localized demand/supply assets
 Leverages technology – energy IT, advanced metering, 

automated controls, and electricity storage

 Peer-to-peer energy network that distributes 
electricity in a small geographic area 

 Often distributes heating and cooling services 
 U ll l t t t d d Usually supplements, stays connected, and 

continues to rely on the central power grid

Issues
 Technology and input requirements and maturity—e.g., gas prices, energy storage
 EE DR d DG l f ti

Issues
 Technology and input requirements and maturity—e.g., gas prices, energy storage
 EE DR d DG l f ti EE, DR, and DG on equal footing
 Ownership models: utility vs. third-party
 Cherry-picking and self-selection
 Regulatory framework: interconnection, net metering, system standby, tariff design
 C t b h i

 EE, DR, and DG on equal footing
 Ownership models: utility vs. third-party
 Cherry-picking and self-selection
 Regulatory framework: interconnection, net metering, system standby, tariff design
 C t b h i

Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved.

Sources: Duke Energy Media Center, available at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1Jrdt1OV8s&feature=related;
www.MGx.com; Carnegie-Mellon Electricity Center; industry publications

 Customer behavior Customer behavior
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High Penetration of PHEVs, Charging Behaviors,
and Charging Voltages Will Drive System Impactsand Charging Voltages Will Drive System Impacts

Key system issues with PHEVs and BEVs

 Ti i f h B i t 5 t

Example Impact of PHEVs on ECAR Hourly
Load Profile During a Peak Summer Week in 2030* Timing of recharge: Begin at 5 p.m. to 

7 p.m. or at 10 p.m.?
— Nighttime charging fills “valleys”
— After-work recharge contributes 

to higher peaks

Load Profile During a Peak Summer Week in 2030

to higher peaks

 Voltage/current of charge – some mid-
sized sedan examples: 

— 120V, 15 amps = 
1 4 kW f l d (f 5 h )1.4 kW of load (for 5 hours)

— 120V, 20 amps = 
2 kW of load (for 4 hours)

— 240V, 30 amps = 
6 kW (for 2 hours)

Per a 2008 analysis by Oak Ridge Laboratory:
 Most regions will need to build additional capacity or utilize6 kW (for 2 hours)

 How much reinforcement will be 
required? Where?

 Enable the market or create a business?

 Most regions will need to build additional capacity or utilize 
demand response to meet the added demand from PHEVs in 
the evening charging scenarios, especially by 2030 when 
PHEVs have a larger share of the installed vehicle base and 
make a larger demand on the system

Note: *Assumed penetration of 12.4% of vehicles in ECAR or 
2.44 million vehicles in 2020 or 6.37 million PHEVs in 
2030. Incremental increase in kWh demand in 2030 of

 The added demands of evening charging, especially at high 
power levels, can impact the overall demand peaks and 
reduce the reserve margins for a region’s system

 Night recharging has little potential to influence peak loads, 

Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved.

2030. Incremental increase in kWh demand in 2030 of 
2.6% (721 TWh) over base case without PHEVs. 
Assumes 2Kw charging demand per vehicle.

Source: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Potential Impacts of 
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles on Regional Power 
Generation (Jan. 2008)

but will still influence the amount and type of generation
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New Competitors New Competitors 

The Google PowerMeter A Brief History of Amazon.com

Amazon

• Opens 
auction
business

• Introduces the 
Kindle

• Introduces shoes and 
accessoriesfounded as 

an online 
bookstore

business 
with 
Sotheby’s

• Opens 
electronics 
& toys store

accessories
• Opens online office 
supplies store and 
adds 21 new product 
categories

• Launches MP3 site
M k• Makes numerous 
acquisitions
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Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved.

video store
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Transmission Expansion and IssuesTransmission Expansion and Issues
Miles of Electric Transmission Line 

Additions by Year (2001-2009)
FERC transmission cost allocation NOPR
 Planning must consider public policy 

2,000

4,000

e 
M

ile
s

Source: EEI (FERC data)
 Mandatory regional transmission plans
 Planning process must be inter-regional
 Cost allocation

— Cost allocation for reliability, economic, and public policy-
d i j t

0

Li
n driven projects

— Cost causer/beneficiary pays principle
— No benefits, no involuntary allocation
— FERC backstop cost allocation where no regional 

agreementagreement
 Right of first refusal removed from FERC-approved tariffs, but no 

preemption of state-specific rules
 Inclusion of independent developers in tariff-based cost recovery 

and regional planning
25 000

New Transmission Miles (Announced, in 
Development and Under Construction)

Congress is weighing in on cost allocation
 Proposed Federal Power Act amendment by five senators
 No rate or charge is “just and reasonable” unless:

10 000

15,000

20,000

25,000

e 
M

ile
s

Source: SNL Financial

— Based on cost allocation for new transmission facilities
— Reasonably proportionate to
— Measureable economic or reliability benefits projected
— To accrue to the 1 or more persons paying the rate/charge

0

5,000

10,000

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 and 

Li
ne

Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved.

Sources: SNL Financial; EIA; FERC; NERC; ScottMadden analysis

p p y g g

 Bill pits WIRES (which opposes mandate as ambiguous) vs. a 
coalition of Eastern utilities (PGN, PEG, SCG, SO, NU)

Beyond
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Projected Transmission AdditionsProjected Transmission Additions

25,000

New Transmission Miles by Region of Origin 
(U.S. Census Region or Canada) by Anticipated In-Service Year
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New England

10,000Li
ne New England

Mountain

Middle Atlantic
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5,000
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Canada
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Beyond

 Projects include those “under construction,” “in advanced development,” and “announced”
 Significant development expected in WECC is related to renewables build out. Some estimates place 

WECC total miles of transmission in service through 2020 at almost 24 000

Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved. 20
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WECC total miles of transmission in service through 2020 at almost 24,000



Recent Transmission Developments and ThemesRecent Transmission Developments and Themes
Regulatory uncertainty 
introduced

 9th Circuit Court of Appeals remand of DOE’s congestion study and transmission corridor 
designations

State regulators 
push back

 SPP endures scrutiny by TX, KS over transmission cost overruns and oversight issues
 WV PSC staff recommends dismissal of AEP-AYE 765-kV PATH line because of “bias” in PJM 

process and lack of understanding of alternatives

 W C i i h 11 200 il f d d d li d l $20B iSignificant spending 
anticipated

 WestConnect anticipates more than 11,200 miles of new and upgraded lines and nearly $20B in 
capex through 2020

 SPP reduces 20-year transmission plan from $2.45B to $1.8B in “robust” spending
 ERCOT looks at $9B and over 7,800 miles of projects over next five years
 ColumbiaGrid proposes $1 2B in projects over next 10 years ColumbiaGrid proposes $1.2B in projects over next 10 years
 Dominion Virginia Power proposes $4B in capex on T&D upgrades, substations, and other 

delivery facilities
 Midwest ISO approved $1.2B in projects over next decade

ISOs tout value  Midwest ISO quantifies benefits to market participants and customers of between $11B and $15B SOs tout a ue
proposition

q p p
over next 10 years

 ISOs report metrics to FERC, which lauds their efficiency

New transmission 
needed despite 

 BPA’s 500-kV I-5 Corridor Reinforcement project could be delayed for five years with energy 
efficiency in OR and WA, but would still be needed

efficiency gains

Some major lines being 
proposed, esp. for 
renewables

 WAPA proposing 600-kV TransWest Express covering four states to carry renewable energy out 
of WY

Copyright © 2011 by ScottMadden. All rights reserved. 21
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